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Abstract

This pair of articles presents the results of a study about forecasting photovoltaic (PV) electricity production for some power plants in
mainland France. Forecasts are built with statistical methods exploiting outputs from numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. Con-
trary to most other studies, forecasts are built without using technical information on the power plants. In each article, several statistical
methods are used to build forecast models and their performance is compared by means of adequate scores. When a best forecast
emerges, its characteristics are then further assessed in order to get a deeper insight of its merits and flaws. The robustness of the results
are evaluated with an intense use of cross-validation.

This article deals with probabilistic forecasts of daily production 2 days ahead. By “probabilistic” we mean that our forecast models
yield some quantiles of the expected production’s probability distribution. Whereas probabilistic forecasts are quite usual in wind power
forecasting, they are more unusual in the field of PV production forecasting. We show that our eight forecasts always perform better than
a simple climatological reference forecast. Nevertheless, no forecast model clearly dominates the other, whatever the studied power plant.
A post-processing technique aiming at improving forecasts may in fact decrease their performance. Finally, we use outputs from an
ensemble NWP model in order to add information about the meteorological forecast uncertainty. Sometimes this ensemble improves
the performance of forecasts, but this is not always true.
� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In Zamo et al. (2014), we described how we forecast
hourly electricity photovoltaic (PV) production one day
ahead to answer needs of electricity grid managers, energy
traders and producers. The forecast consisted in the mean
hourly PV production at each day-time hour at some
power plants in two French counties.
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This current article deals with a farther lead time and a
different purpose. We seek to forecast daily electricity PV
production with an anticipation of two days. The purpose
is to provide electricity producers with an accurate forecast
to manage maintenance operations of their facilities in a
cost-effective way. Indeed a skillful forecast should allow
producers to efficiently plan those operations only when
electricity production is expected to be low, in order to
reduce the financial loss caused by stopping production
during maintenance.

Since maintenance operations are likely to last the entire
day, we forecast the expected daily production at chosen
PV power plants. Furthermore, since meteorological pre-
dictions tend to be less precise with increasing lead times,
the production forecast takes a probabilistic form. By
“probabilistic”, we mean the forecast is composed of
several quantiles of the forecast production’s probability
distribution. One final element of our forecasting strategy
is to use predictors from Météo France’s ensemble numer-
ical weather prediction (NWP) system, PEARP. PEARP is
an ensemble NWP system composed of a set of 35 forecasts
computed from different atmospheric initial states and with
different physics. Ensemble forecasts aim at evaluating the
forecast uncertainty originating from several error sources,
such as initial conditions or uncertainty from unresolved
physics in the case of PEARP. By taking predictors from
PEARP, our goal is to assess the usefulness of incorporat-
ing such informations on meteorological uncertainty in
daily production forecasts.

As stated in Zamo et al. (2014), since Statistics offers
many methods to our purpose, we compare several statisti-
cal methods with appropriate scores and graphs. Two
quantile regression methods are used (linear model in
quantile regression and quantile regression forest) option-
ally taking into account PEARP information. Finally, we
correct each forecast with a post-processing technique or
let the forecast uncorrected. This makes a total of 8 differ-
ent forecasting strategies to compare. A climatological
forecast is also built, as a reference forecast. Lastly, three
sets of quantiles are forecast, with a different number of
quantiles. This aims at assessing the influence of the num-
ber of forecast quantiles on the predictive performance.
During this benchmark, a systematic use of cross-valida-
tion is done in order to evaluate the robustness of our
results.

The article proceeds as follow. Section 2 describes our
main goal and the data. Section 3 details our modeling
strategy. Relevant scores and assessment tools for probabi-
listic forecast are also described here. Section 4 presents the
results of the comparative test. We conclude in Section 5
with a reminder of those main results along with some
perspectives of possible improvements.

2. Purpose of the study and available data

We aim at building a forecast model of the daily produc-
tion of photovoltaic electricity 2 days ahead at some power

plants in mainland France. Most studies in the field of PV
production forecasting rely on technical information about
PV panels and/or modeling of direct and diffuse solar irra-
diation. This approach is presented in Heimo et al. (2012)
and used in Bracale et al. (2013) for a probabilistic PV pro-
duction forecast. Since we have no access to such informa-
tion and models and in order to explore different solutions,
we choose a direct modeling of the production with statis-
tical methods. That is, we try to learn the statistical link
between some carefully chosen meteorological predictors
and the observed electricity production from a production
archive. We briefly describe hereafter these two sets of
data. This approach may be interesting when power plants
are poorly documented and the usual approach cannot
thus be employed. On the other hand, this requires a suffi-
cient amount of past measured productions.

2.1. PV production data

The original PV production data already used in Zamo
et al. (2014) are at a 10 min temporal resolution, for 28
power plants in two French counties covering about
7000 km2 each. We will follow the same convention as in
the first article by naming those two counties CountyA
and CountyB. Individual power plants for CountyX are
named CountyXxx with xx ranging from 1 to 18 for Coun-
tyA and from 1 to 10 for CountyB.

The forecasts we compare are numerous and require a
lot of computation time. Furthermore the robustness of
our results is assessed through cross-validation, which
requires much more time. Thus only 5 power plants in each
county are used for this part of the study. We give at the
end of Section 3.1 some figures about the required compu-
tation times. The chosen power plants are evenly spread
over each county. For CountyB, one power plant is specif-
ically chosen because of its location by the seaside. For the
quite hilly CountyA, some power plants are located on the
reliefs, others in valleys.

For our purpose, the 10-min PV production were
summed up on a daily basis between 6 and 18 UTC. This
lapse roughly corresponds to day-time and working-time
in mainland France. It is also compatible with the avail-
ability of predictors from PEARP (see the following
subsection).

Further information about the pre-processing applied to
the PV production data and the two counties can be found
in Zamo et al. (2014).

2.2. Predictors

As stated above, most of our predictors come from
Météo France’s ensemble NWP system, named PEARP
(Prévision d’Ensemble ARPege). An ensemble forecast is
a set of several forecasts (or “members”) built in such a
way as to represent part of the uncertainty in meteorolog-
ical predictions. Leutbecher and Palmer (2008) gives a
good introduction to ensemble forecasting. PEARP is a
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